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Mo+va+on	—	general	comments
N	=	127	isotones	below	Pb	

– Terra	incognita.	Below	Pb,	around	N	=	126,	very	li2le	known	(limited	knowledge	on	
masses,	decays).	

– Evolu7on	of	single-par7cle	states	has	not	been	explored	in	nuclei	around	208Pb	as	these	
require	radioac7ve	ion	beams.	

– Data	on	2+	and	3–	in	even	nuclei	allows	us	to	make	some	assumpQons.	
– Few	/	no	theore7cal	studies	on	single-parQcle	excitaQons.	
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C.	R.	Hoffman,	B.	P.	Kay,	J.	P.	Schiffer,	Phys	Rev.	C	89,	061305(R)	(2014),	C.	R.	Hoffman,	B.	P.	Kay,	J.	P	.Schiffer,	submi7ed	(2016),	C.	R.	Hoffman,	and	B.	P.	Kay,	Nuclear	Physics	New	InternaQonal	Oct-Dec	
2015.	X.	F.	Yang	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	Le7.	116,	182501	(2016)	[Recent	ISOLDE	measurement	suggests	the	1/2+	isomeric	state	could	poten+ally	be	below	the	5/2+	state	in	the	N	=	49	system	at	Z	=	30.]

Mo+va+on	—	loosely	bound	systems
s-states	in	loosely	bound	systems	tend	to	linger	below	threshold—this	feature	seems	to	dominate	the	
structural	changes	in	light	nuclei,	and	that	results	in	halo	structures.	Does	this	characterisQc	of	s-states	play	
a	role	in	loosely	bound	heavier	systems?

1s1/2	w.r.t	0d5/2 2s1/2	w.r.t	1d5/2 3s1/2	w.r.t	2d5/2	/	1g9/2

?
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Mo+va+on	—	r-process	physics

Estimated r-process path
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Known nuclei
Stable nuclei

What	is	the	nuclear	structure	of	
nuclei	near	the	3rd	r-process	
mass-abundance	peak?	
– What	is	the	density	of	s-states?	
– What	couplings	between	core	
excitaQons	and	single-neutron	
states	exist?	

– …	knowledge	of	single-neutron	
states	outside	206Hg	will	
provide	the	first	answers	to	
some	of	these	quesQons.
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The	proposed	measurement
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The	206Hg(d,p)	reac+on	at	10	MeV/u	using	
the	ISOL	Solenoidal	Spectrometer	(ISS)	

Why	10	MeV/u?	
– Cross	secQons	
– Angular	momentum	matching	
– Angular	distribuQons	

Why	ISS?	
Resolu+on	
– Charged-parQcle	spectroscopy	with	<100-
keV	Q-value	resolu7on	using	thin	targets	

Efficiency	
– Limited	only	by	geometrical	acceptance,	not	
intrinsic	efficiency	of	the	detectors.	

Direct	probe	of	excited	states	
– Does	not	require	coincident	γ-rays	de-
exciQng	the	states	(∴	no	concerns	with	
isomers*,	ground	state,	states	not	
connected	by	γ-ray	decay,	etc).

This	measurement This	measurement

*Isomers	prevalent	in	the	region	around	Pb	
Cross	secQons	esQmated	using	DWBA	code	Ptolemy	using	standard	parameterizaQons.	



The	ISOL	Solenoidal	Spectrometer	(ISS)

SchemaQc	courtesy	of	Ian	Burrows,	STFC	Daresbury
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For	this	measurement	the	Si	array	used	in	the	comparable	HELIOS	spectrometer	at	Argonne	NaQonal	Laboratory	will	be	used	in	place	of	the	one	shown	in	this	schemaQc.	

No	kinemaQc	compression	(A	=	0.31),	only	
modest	kinemaQc	shiu	(~17	keV/mm)	cf.	
other	techniques.
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The	solenoidal-spectrometer	technique

~75	keV

Simula+on:		
Marc	Labiche,	STFC	Daresbury,	using	NPTool,	assuming	40-keV	intrinsic	Si	resoluQon1	and	the	geometry	of	
the	ANL	array,	beam	properQes	of	the	linac2.	Comparable	to	actual	performance	of	the	HELIOS	
spectrometer	at	ANL.	LocaQon	of	states	states	in	207Hg	esQmated	from	Woods-Saxon	calculaQons3.

1Mean	value	for	ANL	Si	array,	J.	C.	Lighthall	et	al.,	Nucl.	Instrum.	Methods	Phys.	Res.	A	622,	97	(2010).		
2Beam	spot:	2.3	mm	FWHM,	Beam	divergence:	1.8	mrad,	Beam	energy	spread:	0.26%	
3h7p://www.volya.net

B	=	2.5	T

http://www.volya.net


Beam	+me	request	—	18	shi:s
Assume:		

1×106	Hz	of	206Hg,	>99%	purity	desired,	10	MeV/u	desired,	75	μg/cm2	CD2	target,	cross	secQons	from	DWBA	
calculaQons	using	standard	parameterizaQons,	40%	solid	angle	for	Si	array	over	angular	range	10°	≲	θcm	≲	30°.

5	days	(18	shi:s)	of	beam	on	target	yields	3000,	11300,	8700,	900,	and	150	counts	in	single-parQcle	
states	populated	in	𝓵	=	0,	2,	4,	6,	and	7	transfer.	

1	addiQonal	day	is	requested	for	the	opQmizaQon	and	calibraQon	of	the	set	up	(1	shiu),	target	changes	
(1	shiu),	and	to	record	background	events	(1	shiu).

Answer	to	TAC	ques+on:	What	degree	of	contamina+on	could	be	tolerated?	
This	is	an	explora+on	of	an	unknown	system.	Though	likely	contaminants	are	known	(isobars,	206Pb)	they	
could	s+ll	obscure	new	states.	We	require	the	use	of	the	VADLIS	to	achieve	>99%	purity.	



Summary

• A	study	of	the	206Hg(d,p)	reacQon	will	be	a	flagship	measurement—not	possible	at	any	
other	facility	in	the	foreseeable	future,	parQcularly	at	this	ideal	energy	for	transfer.	

• First	ever	explora7on	of	single-parQcle	structure	of	this	region	of	the	chart—terra	
incognita.	

• Impact	on	nuclear	structure	—	evoluQon	of	single-neutron	states	along	N=126	—	and	
on	nuclear	astrophysics,	offering	a	first	look	at	s-states	below	Pb	on	approach	to	the	
3rd	r-process	peak	(poorly	understood	in	astrophysical	models	due	to	lack	of	data	constraining	them).	

• Solenoidal	spectrometer	technique	well	proven,	removing	many	complicaQons	plaguing	
other	techniques.	Ideal	for	extrac7ng	reliable	spectroscopic	factors	from	the	data.	

• CollaboraQon	with	the	Argonne	group—use	of	Si	array,	etc.
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Supplemental	material	—	beam	purity
Use	of	VADLIS	source	

No	evidence	of	206Tl	or	206Pb	
in	the	7me	of	flight	
spectrum	

Private	communicaQon	(Liam	Gaffney,	Frank	Wienholtz),	data	from	the	IS598	experiment	at	MR-TOF.	
T.	Day	Goodacre	et	al.,	Nucl.	Instrum.	Methods	Phys.	Res.	B	376,	39	(2016).



Supplemental	material	—	beam	purity

208Pb 208Hg 

Laser ON 

Laser ON 

Laser OFF 

Private	communicaQon	(Liam	Gaffney,	Frank	Wienholtz),	data	from	the	IS598	experiment	at	MR-TOF.	
T.	Day	Goodacre	et	al.,	Nucl.	Instrum.	Methods	Phys.	Res.	B	376,	39	(2016).

Use	of	VADLIS	source	

From	208Hg	measurements,	
some	small	amount	of	Pb	
expected,	though	predicted	
to	be	about	<600	ions/s	cf.	
>106	ions/s	of	Hg.	



Supplemental	material	—	+me	lines
Ordering	of	events	prior	to	experimental	campaign	

– Cool	down	the	solenoid	

– Energize	and	verify	the	field	

– Locate	in	ISOLDE	hall	

– Shield	

– Install	various	mechanical	components	

– Install	ANL	Si	array,	electronics,	DAQ	

– Sources	tests	&	take	data	with	test	beams	for	
the	beam	line	commissioning

2016

2017

Further	details	given	in	Appendix	common	to	proposals	P-467	and	P-470.



Supplemental	material	—	ISS	in	situ



Supplemental	material	—	ISS	in	situ
SchemaQc	courtesy	of	Ian	Burrows,	STFC	Daresbury



Supplemental	material	—	ANL	Si	array

tube. The assembled HELIOS detector array is shown in Fig. 9. As
constructed, the array has a square cross-section 23mm on a side
and is 710mm long with the active length covering 340mm. The
end of the array is fitted with a four-element, 5mm!5mm
square tantalum aperture for beam collimation; each element is
insulated from the array and the beam current incident on each
element can be monitored to aid beam tuning. The support for the
silicon array includes a liquid-cooled copper block, providing
cooling of the silicon detectors, although this cooling was not
operational during the commissioning experiment. A linear
bearing on the detector-array support structure permits axial
translation of the array within the solenoid volume over a range of
approximately 400mm. To ensure good transmission of the beam
through the array, it must be well aligned with respect to the
beam axis. This alignment is achieved using a translation stage,
providing motion perpendicular to the solenoid axis, and an
alignment ring which allows the plane of the array to tilt.

Conventional electronics are used to process the silicon-
detector signals. Each energy and position signal is first read out
using a charge-sensitive preamplifier (Mesytec MSI-8p), and then
fed to shaper/constant-fraction discriminator units (Mesytec
MSCF-16) that provide trigger information, and produce analog
signals that are digitized using conventional analog-to-digital
converters. The main trigger for the silicon-array readout is
formed from a logical OR of the discriminator outputs for all
energy and position signals.

Target foils in HELIOS are mounted on a nine-position target
fan, and the rotation angle is read out with a digital encoder. The
distance between the target and the array can be changed by
moving the target fan parallel to the beam axis, and the distance is
measured with a laser range finder. Both the rotation and linear
translation of the target fan can be accomplished under vacuum.
In addition to target foils, the target fan can also hold a calibration

source, a Faraday cup, and a silicon-detector telescope for beam
diagnostics.

3.3. The acceptance

HELIOS disperses charged particles along the detector array
in proportion to the reciprocal of their laboratory velocities,
parallel to the beam, vJ ¼ v0cosðycmÞþVcm. Each detector thus
subtends the same range of cosðycmÞ. The actual range of angles
covered in the center-of-mass frame depends on the position of
the array. As seen from Fig. 2, a range of center-of-mass angles
from 211 to 421 is covered for the ground-state transition in
the d(28Si,p)29Si reaction, given a field of 2.0 T, for the interval
covered by the silicon array between &680 and &340mm from
the target.

The solid-angle acceptance also depends on the magnetic field
and the reaction being studied. An increase in the magnetic field
decreases the dispersion and thus increases the coverage in
center-of-mass angles for a given detector position. For example,
for the ground-state transition in the d(28Si,p)29Si reaction at
6MeV/u with a central magnetic field of 2.0 T, each detector
covers an interval of DcosðycmÞ ¼ 0:028 and covers an azimuthal
range of Df¼ 0:24p, giving a solid angle of 0.021 sr per element,
and a total solid angle coverage of 0.50 sr for the silicon array in
the center-of-mass frame.

4. Simulations

Monte-Carlo simulations were performed to characterize the
HELIOS response for the d(28Si,p)29Si reaction used for the
commissioning of the instrument. These simulations are similar
to those described in Ref. [5], but incorporate tracking of particles
through the actual measured field map of the HELIOS solenoid,
and a detector array with dimensions of the actual array. The
target is a deuterated polyethylene [(C2D4)n] foil with an areal
density of 84mg=cm2, and all of the silicon detectors are assumed
to have an intrinsic energy resolution of 50 keV FWHM. These
parameters were chosen to match those of the commissioning
experiment described below. Particles in these simulations were
emitted uniformly in laboratory angle.

Fig. 10 shows a simulated spectrum of proton energy versus
position for several different final states in 29Si populated in the
d(28Si,p)29Si reaction. The figure contains simulated events
for three different target-detector separations, &95, &340, and
&490mm, as measured from the target to the most forward edge
of the active silicon. The active array regions for these three
separations are indicated by the sets of lines I, II, and III,
respectively, in Fig. 10. The dashed curve shows the acceptance
limit imposed by the size of the front of the silicon-detector array.
The gaps in the spectrum that line up for different states at the
same value of z are due to the spaces between individual
detectors on the array. The combination of analytical calculation
and Monte-Carlo simulation provides a convenient means to set
up the spectrometer to study particular nuclear reactions.

5. The d(28Si,p)29Si measurement

5.1. Experimental setup

HELIOS was commissioned with a study of the inverse-
kinematic reaction d(28Si,p)29Si. The (d,p) reaction on 28Si is
well-studied [1] and eight states in 29Si are strongly populated
between Ex¼0 and 7MeV, separated by an average interval of
0.91MeV. Near 6MeV there is a pair of states separated

Fig. 8. Photograph of one silicon PSD mounted on a printed-circuit board as used
in the HELIOS silicon-detector array.

Fig. 9. The assembled HELIOS silicon-detector array held in its transport stand.
The 5mm !5mm four-element collimator can be seen at the end of the array. The
inset shows a schematic drawing of the array cross-section.
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square tantalum aperture for beam collimation; each element is
insulated from the array and the beam current incident on each
element can be monitored to aid beam tuning. The support for the
silicon array includes a liquid-cooled copper block, providing
cooling of the silicon detectors, although this cooling was not
operational during the commissioning experiment. A linear
bearing on the detector-array support structure permits axial
translation of the array within the solenoid volume over a range of
approximately 400mm. To ensure good transmission of the beam
through the array, it must be well aligned with respect to the
beam axis. This alignment is achieved using a translation stage,
providing motion perpendicular to the solenoid axis, and an
alignment ring which allows the plane of the array to tilt.

Conventional electronics are used to process the silicon-
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using a charge-sensitive preamplifier (Mesytec MSI-8p), and then
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MSCF-16) that provide trigger information, and produce analog
signals that are digitized using conventional analog-to-digital
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distance between the target and the array can be changed by
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from 211 to 421 is covered for the ground-state transition in
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through the actual measured field map of the HELIOS solenoid,
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density of 84mg=cm2, and all of the silicon detectors are assumed
to have an intrinsic energy resolution of 50 keV FWHM. These
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well-studied [1] and eight states in 29Si are strongly populated
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– 4	sides,	6	elements	long	
– Detector	size,	9×50	mm	
– 700-μm	thick	(e.g.	~10	MeV	protons)	
– Φ	coverage,	0.48	of	2π	

– Ωelement	=	~21	msr	(depending	on	
kinemaQcs,	field,	etc)	

– Ωarray	=	~500	msr

Read-out	cables

Si	detector

Al	tube

4	isolated	slits	
5×5	mm	

(removable)

Incident	ion

X1 X2

E
PosiQon	≈	(X1–X2)/E	
(about	~0.5	mm)



r-process	model	example	(Image	from:	h7p://www.ph.sophia.ac.jp/~shinya/research/research.html)	
From	study	described	in	S.	Wanajo,	S.	Goriely,	M.	Samyn,	and	N.	Itoh,	ApJ	606,	1057	(2004)

Supplemental	material	—	r-process	path

http://www.ph.sophia.ac.jp/~shinya/research/research.html


Supplemental	material	—	208Pb	(d,p)	at	10	MeV/u

4 I-4 

269 

Kovar	et	al.,	Nucl.	Phys.	A231,	266	(1974):	Yale	tandem	and	Yale	mulQgap	spectrometer,	100	μg/cm2	foils,	10-15	keV	resoluQon
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Fig. 3. Angular distributions observed for the transitions to the seven specified single-particle states 
in 309Pb. The solid curves are DWBA fits. 

2 0 to 4.5 MeV in “‘Pb. The curves drawn in the figures represent the results of the . 
DWBA calculations to be discussed in the next section. 

4. DWBA analysis of angular distributions 

4.1. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

4.1.1. General considerations. The experimental data were analyzed with the 
distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) code DWUCK r6). The distorted 
waves were generated by optical-model potentials derived from fits to elastic scat- 
tering data. The bound-state form factors were generated as eigenfunctions of a 
Woods-Saxon well using the separation-energy prescription r ‘, I’). The cross section 
for the (d, p) reaction on a spin zero target can be written in the framework of the 
zero-range local approximation (ZRL) as ’ 6,18) 

da/da = No S,jO~w(B), 
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Kovar	et	al.,	Nucl.	Phys.	A231,	266	(1974):	DWBA	agrees	very	well	—	reassuring.
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Figure 1: Core excitations for the even N = 126 isotones, 206Hg and 208Pb, and single-
neutron excitations for corresponding N = 127 isotones. The experimental data (Exp.)
are taken from Ref. [1]. Excited states in 207Hg and 209Pb were estimated using Woods-
Saxon calculations [2] (WS), and a spherical relativistic mean-field calculation [3] (RMF).

region also plays an important role in explosive nucleosynthesis, where questions remain
as to the path of the r-process, and how much it is delayed at N = 126.

The principal goal of the proposed measurement is to identify and determine the
strength of low-lying 3s1/2, 2d5/2, and other single-neutron excitations outside of the
N = 126 neutron shell closure at Z = 80. Such data will help better predict the evolution
of these excitations in N = 127 nuclei with lower proton numbers. The proposed mea-
surement will determine the excitation energy and spin-parity assignments of all major
components of the single-neutron strength outside 206Hg—that is the 1g9/2 (the ground
state), 0i11/2, 0j15/2, 2d5/2, 3s1/2, 1g7/2, and 2d3/2 levels. No information on any excited
state of 207Hg is available in the literature, to the best of our knowledge [1, 4].

The binding energy of the 127th neutron in 209Pb is 3.93 MeV. The 3s1/2 state is
at 2.03 MeV in excitation energy, 1.9 MeV below threshold. In 207Hg, the last neutron
is bound by 3.61(4) MeV and, thus, the neutron 3s1/2 state may be at ⇠1.7 MeV below
threshold. As the neutron threshold is approached the behavior of s-states has been found
to di↵er from that of other states [5, 6], yet the influence of this state is likely to be critical
in the capture of neutrons in nucleosynthesis [7, 8].

The level structure of 206Hg yields some clues: the first-excited 2+ state at 1.07 MeV
is likely to be the excitation of the proton core. This state then could couple to the 5/2+

and 3/2+ neutron states, seen in 209Pb, at 1.57 and 2.54 MeV, to form 1/2+ states near
the neutron threshold. These weak-coupling states then could admix with the single-
neutron state at lower excitation. Such admixtures are known in the Pb region, in 207Pb
and 209Bi. The observation of such fragments would be valuable input to estimations of
neutron-capture cross sections.

Figure 1 shows the known core excitations for the N = 126 isotones 208Pb and
206Hg and single-neutron excitations for the respective N = 127 isotones as reported
in Ref. [1]. We have estimated the location of single-neutron excitations in 207Hg using
Woods-Saxon [2] and spherical relativistic mean-field calculations [3]. The results are
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CompilaQon	of	data	from	ENSDF,	XUNDL,	and	AME12—no	informaQon	on	excited	states	in	207Hg
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Fragmenta+on	of	the	s1/2	strength	

FragmentaQon	of	the	neutron	s-state	strength	would	be	valuable	data	for	es+ma+ons	of	neutron-capture	
cross	sec+ons.	

In	207Pb,	below	N	=	126,	the	s-state	strength	appears	at	relaQvely	high	excitaQon	energy,	around	4.5-5	MeV	
in	at	least	3	fragments.	

In	211Po,	one	neutron	outside	126,	but	above	Z	=	82,	two	strong	fragments	of	the	s-state	strength	are	
seen.		

In	207Hg,	the	3s1/2	state	could	lie	around	1.7	MeV	in	excitaQon	energy	(1.9	MeV	below	threshold	like	in	
209Pb),	but	could	mix	with	the	nearby	core	2+	(1.1	MeV)	resulQng	in	fragments	lying	closer	to	threshold.	

A	measurement	of	the	(d,p)	reac7on	on	206Hg	would	provide	a	clear	assessment	of	the	fragmenta7on.	


